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Interference Elimination
By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Corporation
the greatest obstacle yet

PERHAPS
to be overcome in radio communi-

cation is interference. In the popular
mind, interference or "static" is any
kind of sound other than the desired
program. Therefore it is best to begin
by defining terms. Interference may
be divided into four kinds:
1. Natural static.
2. Interference originating in the
receiver.
3.

4.

Interference from other stations or
receiver.

the

neighbour's

Interference caused by elec-

trical machinery in the vicinity.
Natural static cannot be completely
eliminated at the present time. It is
however but a small part of the interference which mars radio reception.
The types 2 and 3 are clearly due to

faulty receivers and should be remedied by competent servicemen. This
article is concerned with interference
of the last type.
WHAT CAUSES
INTERFERENCE?
Whenever switches are closed, a
spark jumps or there is any sudden
change in the current carried by a
conductor, a damped radio wave is
radiated. This radio wave may eventually reach receivers in the neighbourhood and because it is damped it will
cause interference at different frequencies by impact excitation. The
result is a multitude of noises in locations where many electrical devices
are used, such as apartment houses
and most locations in large cities. To
mention but a few causes, radio in-

terference is created by ordinary
switches, vacuum cleaners, oil burners,
electrical refrigerators, elevators, thermostat controlled devices. It is also

caused by dial telephones, buzzers,
passing streetcars, trains and automobiles.

One other cause not usually con-

sidered is any intermittent contact between two conductors both of which
may appear quite dead since they are
not connected to any electric wiring
system,. This is for instance the case

if two aerial wires sway in the wind
and touch each other. This causes
interference in the receivers to which
these aerials are connected but also
affects reception in all other receivers
in the immediate neighbourhood. The
same effect is obtained by any other
wires, not aerials, which may be swaying in the wind and touching another
conductor such as guy wires connected

to chimneys, etc. The remedy is obvious.

HOW INTERFERENCE
TRAVELS
The damped wave can travel to the

receiver by any or all of four ways.
First, it may be radiated directly by
the wires; second, it can be conducted
along the power wires and reach the

receiver in that way. Third, it may be
conducted along the power wires and
radiated by them to the aerial. Fourth,
it can be re -radiated by another conductor nearby.

The directly radiated interference
reaches the receiver by way of the
antenna and is therefore encountered
on battery receivers as well as on line
operated receivers. Obviously it can-

not be eliminated except by suppres-

sion at the source or by means of a
special antenna situated away from
the interference zone and supplied by
a noise -cancelling lead-in. This is often possible because directly radiated
interference does not travel very far,
perhaps no more than 50 feet.
The second type, conducted interfer-

ence, appears on line operated sets

only which suggests a way of testing
for it. It can be reduced by means of a
line filter at the outlet of the power
line where the receiver is plugged in.
Of course, suppression at the source is
still better. This type of interference
is usually accompanied by the third
type which is by far the most common
of the four. The interference travels
by wire and is radiated by the wiring

in the walls

if it

is

not perfectly

shielded and by the power cord. This
type may travel for several blocks and

the radiation may take place by the
wiring in the neighbour's house as
well. One suggested remedy is to filter
the power wiring at the point of entrance to the house but this may not

be sufficient in apartment houses and
other crowded locations where the unfiltered wiring of the neighbour is still

near enough to cause damage. The

special aerial may have to be used as
well if the noise cannot be stopped at
the source.

The fourth type of interference
comes in by the antenna and the same

remedies as for the first type should

be employed.

HUNTING THE CAUSE
When interference is encountered
the first thing to do is to determine in
which one of the four ways it is reach-
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ing the receiver. It will then be easier
to decide on the best way of elimination. It is of course best if the search
continues until the offending device is
found. Many electrical appliances have
their own characteristic noise which
can be recognized by an experienced
man.

Before blaming the interference on
the surroundings it must be established that the receiver itself is not
to blame. Bad connections may cause

a frying noise and defective tubes may
cause intermittent buzzing. These are

often hard to locate; the old test of
110 VOLTS
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but the radio listener can do several
things to eliminate or minimize the
interference.
Noise created elsewhere and carried

into the house by the power line may
be suppressed at the point of entrance
into the house. Of course this will not
prevent interference from devices in
the house itself. The type of filter
employed for the purpose can consist
of two condensers in series across the
line with the centertap grounded. It is
recommended that fuses be employed
in the circuit as shown in Figure 1, so
as to prevent damage if one or both
condensers might fail. It is also important that all the leads be short and
that a good ground be used. The best
ground in this case is the cold water

pipe at the street side of the water
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meter. The size of the condensers may
be 1 or 2 mfd. each, they must be non -

inductive and have a liberal voltage
rating.

disconnecting aerial and ground is not
always reliable because some noises
occur only when a signal is coming in.
Tapping various parts of the receiver
and the tubes will often help finding
the cause. Wherever possible another
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aerials employing a noise reducing

lead-in. A typical antenna of this type

is shown in Figure 4. Note that it is
the lead-in only which does not pick
up noise but the antenna itself will.
Therefore the flat top should be installed in a location where it is outside the interference zone. The leadin may be as much as 500 feet in
length. Experimentation with the direction and location of the flat top
will be worth while. Some commercial

aerials of this type afford protection
on the broadcast band but others do
not since the circuit is changed to a
simple T antenna. The type shown in
Figure 4 allows reduction of noise on

all bands. When using this type of
antenna it may also be necessary to

experiment with grounds. If a shielded
lead-in is used the shield should also

be grounded at the antenna end.
SUPPRESSION AT THE SOURCE
In many cases the interference can
be suppressed at the source in an inexpensive manner. Electric motors of
the series type, both a.c. and d.c. may
be rewired from the circuit of Figure
5a to the one of Figure 5b which
makes the field serve as choke. The

receiver should be tried in the same

Fig. 2

centertapped condensers are to be con-

less, disconnect aerial and ground and

If this is not sufficient or the noise
originates within the house it is desirable to employ a filter at the outlet
where the receiver is plugged in. The

grounded the centertap of the two condensers can return directly to the

location.
Assuming that the receiver is blame-

short circuit the aerial and ground

binding posts by a short wire. If the
noise remains equally strong, it is the
second, the conducted type. If the
noise did disappear completely it
came in by the antenna alone and belongs to the radiated or re -radiated
type. If the noise became weaker it
probably belongs to the third type,
that radiated by the powerline, or it is
a combination of several types.
A test for direct conducted interfer-

filter here can again consist of two
condensers with the centertap
grounded. On a.c. the centertap will
be

"hot"

unless

it
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ence is the use of a battery receiver
which will not pick up this type. Interference radiated by the power line
can usually be identified by tuning
through the dial and down to the
short waves. If the trouble becomes
worse on the short waves it is usually
due to direct radiation and the source

grounded. The alternative circuit of

the interference is probably carried
along the power line and radiated by
it. The source may then be several

as the one used for the receiver.
Where simple condenser filters are

is probably within fifty feet. If the interference is worse on the long waves,
blocks away.

The above tests wil give a clue to
the probable location of the cause; it
can be further traced by the use of a
portable battery receiver and by a process of elimination, turning off the
power in the house or in separate circuits. This will establish whether the

line is at fault because the line radiated interference will disappear if a

battery receiver is used and the power
in the house is turned off.

REMEDIES AT THE RECEIVER
The best cure of course is the suppression of the noise at the source

Figure 2 has been suggested but there
is little danger of shock if one is careful to connect the ground first when
installing the filter. It may be necessary to try different grounds such as

nected across the brushes-not across
the line. If the frame of the motor is

frame of the motor. When this is im-

of Figure 5c is
suggested. Dangers of shock are reduced by the additional series condenser of .01 mfd.
Motors of the shunt type must have
the condensers directly across the line
which is also directly across the
brushes. In all cases the wires should

be short so as to prevent them from
being effective radiators. Whenever
condensers are not sufficient chokes

may have to be added making a circuit
like the one in Figure 3 but the chokes
must be of heavy enough wire to carry
the current.

the cold water pipe, the radiator or
the conduit of wiring. In any case,
the ground wire should be as short as
possible and should not be the same
not sufficient it is necessary to employ
a filter of the low-pass type consisting

of coils and condensers as shown in
Figure 3. More than one section can
be employed with different size coils
so as to bring maximum attenuation
in the center of different wave bands.
Inductance values up to 1 millihenry
have been employed for the broadcast
band with condensers of .1 to .5 mfd.

These values are not critical. It is

necessary to shield the filter carefully.
Mounting the coils in inductive relation to each other helps the efficiency
of the filter.

The third measure an owner may
take is to employ one of the special
Page 2

Fig. 4

Noises caused by switches can be

eliminated by the resistance -capacity
filter shown in Figure 6. This is to be
connected across the switch, not across

the line. The proper size of the re-

sistor and condenser depends on the
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current drawn by the circuit. In most
cases, .1 mfd. and 500 to 1000 ohms
will be found satisfactory.

probably take care of the direct radia-

Thermostat controls and flasher
signs are nothing but switches and can

Condensers for interference suppres-
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d the same way. One circuit
v a as been found effective for
igns is shown in Figure 7.
is doorbells and buzzers can
g ed with the customary filter
ne in Figure 3.
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where N is the number of turns and

all dimensions are in inches. The most
efficient coil is had when b=c=.667 a.

If one assumes these relations they

Turns per inch
D.C.C.
Enamel

110 v. line

9.6

2,500
2,000
1,500
600
300

8.9

12.1
15.2
19.1

13.6
16.7

23.9

20.2

11

at 600 volts, continuous working voltage. They should be of the paper type
and non -inductively wound. Fuses are
recommended as mentioned earlier.
CHOKES
The chokes should have a maximum
of impedance over the tuning range of
the receiver. In general, the larger the

choke, the better if it does not have
too much distributed capacity. Eco-

tons usually fix the size of the choke.
Standard sizes for chokes have been
.01 MFD.-""

.8a.'

6a+9c-FlOb microhenries

can be inserted in the above equation

nomic considerations and space limita-

1

L

high -voltage surges which occur on
the line. Those connected to the 110
volt line should preferably be rated

FIELD

FIELD

sion should be able to withstand the

Power Watts) on

25
20

10
12
14
16
18

THE CONDENSERS

TABLE I

Safe current
(Amperes)

Size, B & S

tion.

lerable difficulty is encounOtr neon signs. If the neon sign
1 by high -voltage a.c. conden-

be fitted across the primary

:ure 8; it is also effective to in0

D.-11-Air.--500 -1000 OHMS
Fig. 6

dude a choke-properly insulated-in
between the letters of the sign. If r.f.
is used the remedy is a narrow metal
band around the glass tube near the
middle of the sign, this band to be
grounded. The proper place is found
by sliding the band over the tube.
Diathermy machines, X-ray machines, violet rays, etc. are small radio
transmitters and cause severe interference. The power line should be filtered

at the source of the interference by a
filter similar to the one in Figure 3.
The directly radiated interference can
only be stopped by a complete shield-

ing of the room and filtering of all
wires passing through the shield. If a
power line filter is used at the machine, however, the special aerial will

anywhere between 100 and 1000 micro -

henries. Smaller sizes are used for the
short waves and an all wave filter usually consists of several sections with
different size chokes.
2 MH.
TO

0000

TO

LINE

LAMP

200

-

OHMS
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In designing a choke the current

carrying capacity of the wire should
be taken in consideration. Since heavy
wire means an expensive and large
choke, the filter is often designed to
carry no more than the current for a
good sized receiver and care should
be taken not to overload it. Table 1
shows the current carrying capacity of

several wire sizes as given by the

Fig. 8

National Board of Fire Underwriters,
together with the maximum allowable
number of watts on a 110 volt line. It
is best to employ a liberally large size
of wire since the choke is likely to be
ill ventilated.
The inductance of multilayer coils
of square cross section, Figure 9, is
given by the equation
Page 3

Fig.

and after some mathematical juggling
be put in the following form.

a=

5

52.6

b=c

L
.667a

N =.44a.'cl2= bcd'
d is the number of turns per inch and
can also be found in Table 1.

HANDY SERVICE DATA FOR
USE IN THE FIELD
One big volume comprising a com-

plete instruction course in modern

radio service work, plus a loose-leaf
book containng essential and practical data for use on the job-that's the
way Alfred A. Ghirardi meets the
needs of the service man.
"Modern Radio Servicing" is a big,
thorough volume which trains the
handy man in the rudiments of radio
servicing. Also, it contains a mass of
valuable information of permanent

reference value. Such a book will be
found indispensable to the radio
worker.

Appreciative of the fact, however,
available on the job, in handy form,
Ghirardi now provides his "Radio
Field Service Data" as a supplement
to the bulky volume just mentioned.
This supplement is a 436 -page looseleaf book containing a wealth of essential shop -reference servicing facts.
New pages are issued every January
and June, keeping the volume up to
date with latest data on tube and receiver changes. The two volumesone for the reference library and the
other as a handbook-comprise a re-

that practical information must be

markably complete radio reference

library for the small sum of $6.00.

Aerovox is particularly interested in
this literary effort, since its engineers

have supplied much of the data
condensers and resistors.

on

Further details may be had from

Radio & Technical Publishing Co., 45
Astor Place, New York City.
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INSULATING PAPER OR CLOTH
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FOR INSULATED MOUNTING USE
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Which Mounting?
that chassis as you choose. When it COMES to electrolytic
DESIGN
condensers, AEROVOX offers the widest choice of "drys" and
"wets" for any desired mountings and connections, as well as voltages
and capacities. Speaking of standard "drys", for instance:
I. TYPE

E:

Grounded

3. TYPE G: Grounded

mounting ring, or ring insulated from can by cam-

mounting

Protruding
cloth.
above or below chassis.
Insulated
Negative can.
positive terminals. Single,

threaded insulating bushing.
Or insulated mounting with
special insulating washers.
Insulated
Negative can.
positive terminal.

bric

dual, triple and quadruple
sections.

2. TYPE I: Insulated mounting units. Clamping nut
on threaded bakelite boss.
Negative can with lug connection. Insulated positive
terminal.

with

and lock

nut

4. TYPE GL:
mounting with

clamping
washer

on

Insulated
clamping

nut on threaded bushing.
Color -coded leads in place
of lugs. Single, dual and
triple sections. Insulated
can.

Other mounting styles and terminals too. Similar variety
characterizes AEROVOX "Wets". No need to improvise
when you insist on AEROVOX.

Ask for Our CATALOG

tains more pages,
New edition con -

more choice, more items. Popular prices. Get your copy from
local AEROVOX dealer, or write us direct.
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